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 Executive Summary 

Keeping in mind its aims and aspirations Pak-Afghan Youth Forum conducted a 
“3 day Media Workshop in Islamabad” from 29th – 31st of October 2020. The 
whole purpose of this media workshop was to bring Afghan citizens to Pakistan and 
have this conference face to face. This enabled deeper understanding and mutual 
respect between the students of Pakistan and Afghanistan and fostered a unique 
cultural exchange between the two different nations. The media workshop involved 
activities like interactive lectures, talks and other various hands-on activities for the 
participants to enjoy and learn from. 

PAYF managed to engage around 45 students out of which 35 participants were 
from Afghanistan, representing almost every province and region of the country. 
They were engaged in different lectures, exercises and exposure visits. Prominent 
trainers and journalists were engaged to deliver their lectures. Participants also 
included journalists from Afghanistan as well.

We achieved some mutually acceptable recommendations and problem-solving 
initiatives on how the youth from both nations can be involved to improve the stained 
ties of our countries and why it is now important to bury our pasts and walk together, 
hand in hand, towards peace. There are insurmountable challenges that lie ahead 
for the youth of both nations and we feel that the best chance of excelling at these 
tasks is if we understand where the other person is coming from. In the past, a direct 
link between the two nations’ people has always been missing. Which is why this 
workshop was not only a learning opportunity but also proved to be an unfor-
gettable experience of the hospitality by the youth of Pakistan towards the 
incoming youth of Afghanistan.
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 D Minus-1 – Summary of the Day

The Afghan participants were picked up by Team PAYF from Torkham border. 
The team reached Torkham at 12:30 PM. After which the documentation and 
crossing of the participants took place. Once they were all accounted for and 
registered by our on ground team, the participants were presented with flowers and 
several group photos were taken.

After a warm welcome, we all left for lunch. We had a hearty and fulfilling lunch at 
Usmania restaurant, Peshawar making sure our participants ate to their hearts 
content! After which we headed back to Islamabad. The bus ride was a marvelous 
experience full of laughter and merriment. We got to know so much about our 
participants, it was a true ice-breaking session in and of itself. 

We reached Islamabad around 7PM and headed directly to the guest houses. The 
participants stayed at Royal Hayat Guest House, alongside some of our team 
members. Even though it was a tiring day, everyone was looking forward to the 
Media Workshop starting the next day and went to bed early. 
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 Day 1– Kicking off the Workshop

The first day of the media workshop kicked off at National Skills University 
whereupon the participants were briefed by Mr. Salman Javed, the Director of 
Pak-Afghan Youth Forum. He delivered an introductory presentation on Pak Afghan 
Youth Forum and how it aims is to increase people to people contact to provide 
Pakistani and Afghan youth with more opportunities for learning, knowledge sharing, 
and mutual interaction.

The first session for the participants was arranged at Institute of Strategic Studies, 
Islamabad where they were given a talk by the Director General of ISSI, 
Ambassador Aizaz Ahmad Chaudary and Director CMEA Ms. Amina Khan 
moderated the session. 

The session started with the introductory presentation of Ms. Amina Khan and later 
on Ambassador Aizaz Ahmed Chaudary delivered a profound lecture on what roles 
do think tanks play in networking and lobbying and also shared his thoughts on 
Afghan Peace Process. The session was followed by a very engaging question and 
answer session where Afghan students asked questions which were very much 
appreciated by the Ambassador himself. 

Afterwards, the participants were taken back to NSU and took part in an informal 
orientation session hosted by Vice Chancellor of NSU Prof. Dr. Mohammad 
Mukhtar. He gave a warm speech to all the participants, introducing his university 
and speaking of how he was so eager to host Afghan students and professionals 
from media fraternity and how this was such a great opportunity for all involved. 

Amb. Aizaz Ahmad 
Chaudary
DG ISSI

Amina Khan 
Director CMEA 

Prof. Dr. Mohammad 
Mukhtar

Vice Chancellor NSU 
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The first exercise was kicked off with the session of Syeda Hifza Jillani, who took 
the floor and delivered a lecture about “Extracting Human Stories”. In this session 
Ms. Hifza shared her experience and told the participants how she travelled alone 
across the border of Torkham and visited Afghanistan. She divided the participants 
in to four groups and gave them an exercise for the duration of the workshop, which 
would be presented by all the groups on the last day. They were told to utilize social 
media platforms to tell diverse Afghan and Pakistani stories to increase mutual 
understanding between the two communities. This is an incredible attempt to bring 
the youth from different countries closer together. 

After a short lunch and namaz break, the attendees met with Ms. Sana Jamal – 
Pakistan’s Gulf News Correspondent, whose detailed presentation on “Fact Vs Fake 
News” really enthralled the audience. Ms Sana provided the necessary tools to the 
audience in how to decipher what constitutes as fake news and how to verify it. The 
importance of this lecture cannot be understated, given the rise of fake news during 
the coronavirus pandemic. The participants hung on to every word she spoke and 
vowed to be more responsible in their social media behavior. 

Next, the members were taken to LokVira Museum on their first exposure visit. After 
a tour of the museum, the Executive Director of LokVirsa, Mr. Talha Ali Kushva-
ha delivered the last lecture of the day on “What role does the media play in cultural 
exchanges?” Mr. Kushvaha’s talk was set against the most perfect background of 
LokVirsa Museum. After a brief history of the Institute and its efforts in protecting 
Pakistan’s cultural and traditional heritage he spoke about the importance of 
preserving your own culture and roots. Especially in today’s modern world where 
people are drifting away from their heritage and history.  

Hifza Jillani
Storyteller

Sana Jamal
Journalist

Talha Ali Kushvaha
ED LokVirsa
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protecting Pakistan’s cultural and traditional heritage he spoke about the importance 
of preserving your own culture and roots. Especially in today’s modern world where 
people are drifting away from their heritage and history.  

Lastly, even though the day was jam-packed the participants saved most of their 
energy for the Opening Dinner Ceremony of the Youth Media Workshop. The 
Opening Dinner was hosted at 1969 Restaurant, Shakarparian where the 
participants enjoyed being outdoors in the cool Islamabad autumn evening. The 
Opening Ceremony saw a lot of notable personalities in attendance like Dr. Haroon 
Siddiqui, Farooq Hassan, Asad Abbas, Wajiha Akram, Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, Dr. 
Khurram Iqbal amongst many others. The conclusion of the first day was marked by 
the address of many Afghan participants who shared their thoughts about the first 
day. Conclusively, the first day took the expectations of all involved to a whole new 
level. We hope to see the next two days were as fun-filled, productive and learning 
oriented for the audience too. 
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 Day 1 – Pictorial Highlights
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 Day 2– Adventure Hike, Lectures, Exercises and Shopping

Accomplished athlete and part of PAYF team, Ms. Farzana Hakeemi not only led 
the exercise but also conducted a session afterwards with the participants. She 
narrated her story of struggle and resilience and showed the participants that how to 
achieve unthinkable with courage and focus.

Mr. Ahsan Hamid Durrani, member Board of Mentors PAYF also conducted a ses-
sion and exercise once the participants had cooled down from their hike. He focused 
on dispelling stereotypes and he also carried out an interactive session on how the 
youth can influence policy in their own limited way and power. After which the group 
headed back to NSU premises to part take in the first lecture of the day. 

This lecture was delivered by Mr. Taimur Shamil – an anchor and analyst on PTV 
world news. His talk was on the topic “Traditional Vs Non-traditional Media”. The 
participants thoroughly enjoyed this session and were engrossed in Mr. Shamil’s 
words for the entire duration of his lecture. After a small namaz and lunch break the 
members of the media workshop attended two more sessions. 

On the Second day of the workshop the participants got an opportunity to enjoy the 
magnificient scenery of Islamabad’s picturesque trail 5. A hike was planned early in 
the morning to get our members’ blood pumping for the activities of the day. 

Farzana Hakeemi
Athlete

Ahsan Durrani
Board of Mentors PAYF 

Taimur Shamil
Anchor and Analyst
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The next lecture and session was conducted by Ms. Shiffa Yousafzai – an anchor 
and broadcast journalist at Hum News. Her session was about “Digital Diplomacy 
and it’s implication on the modern world”. This session greatly benefited the 
participants’ knowledge about what digital diplomacy is and how it is being used 
nowadays. The audience was captivated by Miss. Shiffa whose command and 
knowledge over the subject shone through her talk. 

Next session of the day was carried out by Mr. Umer Sheraz – a senior research 
officer at COMSATS, Islamabad. Mr. Umer carried out a talk and conducted an 
exercise with the participants about “Exploring narratives using foresight”. This 
was hands down amongst the participant’s favorite sessions of the day. Mr. Umer 
Sheraz’s experience with research and his expertise about this domain really made 
this session a highlight of the day and also complete workshop. 

The last session of the day was carried out by Mr Tahir Khan – A Prominent jour-
nalists who spoke about “How to create joint media platforms for Pakistan and 
Afghanistan through youth collaboration”. The session gave a myriad of ideas to 
the Afghan youth present in the audience in how to portray the relationship between 
our two countries positively and how to promote peace via digital mediums. 

After attending all the sessions of the day, the participants were taken out for dinner 
and shopping to Centaurus Mall, Islamabad. 

Shiffa Yousafzai
Broadcast Journalist

Tahir Khan
Senior Journalist

Umer Sheraz
Senior Research Officer 
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 Day 2 – Pictorial Highlights
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Day 3 – Summary of the Day

The first session of the day was conducted by PAYF team member Ms. Mehrbano 
Mahsud, who conducted an exercise that flexed the creative and artistic muscles of 
our audience. Her topic was “How to send messages through comics and 
symbolism”. The participants enjoyed this session and participated wholeheartedly 
due to the creative element present in the talk. Creative skills of participants were 
explored during this session.
The next session of the day was by Mr. Ahmed Qureshi, a well-known face in the 
Pakistan Media fraternity. Mr. Ahmed’s session which was carried out on zoom 
taught the participants about “Citizen Journalism: opportunities, challenges and 
techniques”. His session really empowered and motivated our participants 
because of the importance of citizen journalism in Afghanistan. Something so small 
and simple could bring about a multitude of change and positivity between the two 
countries. 

The next lecture of the day was conducted by Ms. Nasim Zehra via zoom. As a 
senior Pakistani journalist the participants were awestruck by being in such close 
proximity to a local celebrity. Ms. Nasim Zehra’s session was about “The role of 
women in Media, how to enhance it through joint collaboration”. Her session 
was well-structured, detailed and full of real life examples of her many years in the 
industry. 

The final day of the workshop was very bittersweet. The participants were looking 
forward to another jam-packed day, however, most were a little nostalgic that it was 
going to be there last day in town and that this event was coming to an end. 

Mehrbano Mahsud
Communication Designer

Ahmed Qureshi
Journalist

Nasim Zehra
Senior Journalist
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The next session was delivered by Mr. Hassan Khan, a seasoned journalist, with 
many accolades to his name. Mr. Hassan enlightened the members about “Pak 
afghan Media – The evolution towards digital platforms”. His session was 
thoroughly enjoyed by our team and participants alike. His jovial nature made the 
session more interactive and informal, giving the participants an opportunity to get to 
know him better.

The last session of the day was indeed a key highlight for our participants. 
Mr. Saleem Safi  had an informal and interactive chat with our participants at Café 
Behbud. Being one of Pakistan’s most respected and seasoned journalists, his 
expertise and knowledge about the media industry of Pakistan left out participants in 
awe. They soaked in all that he had to say and asked keen questions to gain the 
most out of their time with him. Mr. Saleem Safi amicably addressed the Pak Afghan 
issue and his experiences in Afghanistan. It was yet another engaging session of the 
workshop.

As it was the last day of the media workshop, the closing dinner and cultural night 
was held at The Gun and Country club, Islamabad. The guest of honor for the night 
was Deputy Head of Afghan Mission, HE Ahmad Shakir Qarar, who thanked the 
Afghan participants for their participation and their presence in Pakistan. The guest 
of honor also thanked Pak-Afghan Youth Forum f or hosting such a grand event and 
presented shields to the participants and mentors. Other prominent figures such as 
VC NSU Prod Dr Mukhtar Ahmed, Director DSS Department Quaid e Azam 
University Prof Dr Shabana Fayyaz, Taimur Shamil, Sana Jamal and Director 
CMEA, ISSI, Ms. Amina Khan were also present at the venue.

The media workshop ended on a very high note, with the promise of many more 
similar events left by the organizers and team. The participants eagerly left their 
contact details, to be called whenever something like this was thought of again. 
Overall, the 3 day event was deemed a huge success.

Hassan Khan
Senior Journalist

Saleem Safi
Senior Journalist
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 Day 3 – Pictorial Highlights
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Notables Views about the Workshop
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 Media Coverage
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